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softgoods

2015 - 2016

black crows
textile
an expansion
of our realm of pleasure
This first apparel collection
represents a new stage in our desire
to offer a complete range of technical
products which correspond to the
black crows’ spirit.
First off were our skis. Nine seasons
later, boasting a range that now caters to
all categories of freeskiing, we decided
to take a look at another fundamental
piece of equipment for a skier, his (or her)
clothing and accessories. Respectful of
the imperatives of quality and durability
for products destined for use in extreme
conditions, we drew inspiration from the
history of ski and mountain clothing, but
also from some vintage and urban cuts,
and came up with ski outfits for both
genders which sync with our perception
of style.
This first apparel collection – comprising
a ski jacket and ski pant as well as two
layers to go underneath, a light padded

jacket, glove and hats – forms a point
of convergence between the high-tech
world of freeride skiing and our aesthetic
take on a skiers anatomy. Designed by
Camille Kunz, a Swiss designer, in close
collaboration with Yorgo Tloupas and
Camille Jaccoux and our Chamonix team,
these two outfits reflect the black crows’
spirit: products which are irreproachable
on the technical front, with their own
identity and an aspiration to be timeless.
This new dimension builds upon our
ambition to offer a range of products
which adhere to our vision and portrayal
of contemporary skiing.
From your delicate skin outwards, here
are the three layers which make up our
first complete outfit: but take heed,
there’s no guarantee that these layers
will give you wings.
corpus, plumage by black crows.

corpus, skiwear by black crows
For the first time you can be dressed by black crows, finely yet robustly, with technical
features and details which will enable you to enjoy the pleasure of freeride skiing in all
conditions. A sturdy and ultra-technical ensemble conceived, just like our skis, to both
battle summits and cater to the simple joy of skiing.
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black crows
textile
corpus
GORE-TEX® jacket

GORE-TEX® pant
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handwear
manis

moufla

corpus birdie
Primaloft® padded jacket

baselayer top

GORE-TEX® jacket

baselayer bottom

GORE-TEX® pant

Primaloft® padded jacket

baselayer top

baselayer bottom
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design
Camille Kunz
a complete line

Yorgo Tloupas
technical creation

The designer Camille Kunz has used
her experience working in fashion and
with technical fabrics to create the first
black crows’ apparel collection.
A fashion industry alumnus, winner of
several prestigious awards (including
the Chloé prize at the Hyères festival
2013) and with a wealth of experience in
technical clothing; this young and talented
Swiss woman has been captivated by
the spirit of the brand and by the invisible
threads which run between the urban and
alpine worlds.

Yorgo Tloupas, black crows’ artistic
director since the beginning, was one
of the initiators of the apparel collection.
Responsible for the prints and patterns,
but also style instigator for the corpus line,
he worked in close collaboration with the
designer Camille Kunz and our Chamonix
team to co-create this first apparel
collection.

Throughout the development of the
corpus range Camille has worked in
close collaboration with Yorgo Tloupas
and our Chamonix team.

Governed by the technical requirements
insisted upon by the skier-founders
of black crows, Camille Jaccoux and
Bruno Compagnet, the ‘Yorgo touch’
is most noticeable in the minimalist
and discreet patterns and the optical
adventures prompted by the use of
black crows’ chevrons.
A speckled pattern, crows feathers,
a 3D adornment and a representation
of the Mont Blanc massif have all been
reworked in chevrons. Each piece has
been individually conceived so that it
can work as well on its own as it does
in combination with the other pieces.
Resolutely tasteful, Yorgo&Co agency
paid particular attention to numerous
details on the clothing such as the zipper
pullers, snap buttons and sealing tape.
The result is a perfect balance between
elegance and technical details, with a
unique goal: a technical piece of clothing
dedicated to pleasure.
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corpus jacket and pant
new assets
for the modern skier

a word
from the designers:

Mens and womens 3 layer GORE-TEX®
jacket and pant designed for big mountain
freeskiing.

“We wanted to meet the demands
directly associated with skiing in extreme
conditions whilst trying to create products
with a unique identity.”

This is our first male and female
technical apparel for freeride skiing.
An heir of the golden age of
mountaineering, with a parka style and fish
tail for cold conditions, the corpus jacket
goes with a pant designed to maximise
freedom of movement for skiers in action.
Developed in partnership with
GORE-TEX®, these outfits are sober
on the top and colourful on the bottom,
as although a jacket may be worn by itself,
ski pants are generally only used for skiing
in. Plain and detailed exteriors contrast
with bright interiors with seam tape
adorned with multiple chevrons.
Intriguing and subtle, the corpus outfit
reflects black crows’ art of contrast:
minimalistic and highly technical,
discreet with a strong identity.

12

— Yorgo Tloupas
“I loved the fact we were developing
a men’s and women’s collection.
In the past I’ve mainly worked on men’s
collections so to get the chance to work
on a women’s outfit motivated me all the
more. It’s really good to have such a strong
style element to these outfits which are
primarily designed for skiing in.”
— Camille Kunz
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corpus jacket
men:

women:

Male-specific cut adapted for skiing.
colours: beige and navy blue.
Two muted colours, discernible when skiing and ready for any event.
sizes: S, M, L, XL

Female-specific cut adapted for skiing.
colours: beige and navy blue.
Two muted colours, discernible when skiing and ready for any event.
sizes: XS, S, M, L

motto:
jacket: touch me, I want to feel your body
goggle-wipe: this is not toilet paper
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corpus pant
men:

women:

A bib pant convertible into a regular pant,
designed and cut specifically for men and high mountain skiing.
Removable chevron-printed braces.
Lip balm and phone pockets on the top of the bib pant.
colours: fluo green or bright orange
sizes: S, M, L, XL

A ski pant designed and cut specifically for women and high mountain skiing.
Removable high-waisted lycra belt for extra protection against the cold.
colours: fluo green or bright pink
sizes: XS, S, M, L

motto:
touch me, I want to feel your body

16
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corpus jacket and pant
corpus
jacket
features:

corpus
pant
features:

Mid-length parka cut for better
storm protection.
adjustable fish-tail and explorer vest
inspired back pocket.
GORE-TEX® fabric 100% polyamide
exterior combining protection,
breathability, durability and suppleness.
Integrated RECCO® reflector.
Four front pockets accessible with
a backpack on.
Two interior pockets.
Pocket on the left sleeve.
Tightening at the waist possible with
a chevron-printed cord inside the jacket.
Drawstring on the bottom to keep out
the snow and wind.
Loop on the left chest to attach
cow’s tail/ lanyard.
Adjustable, helmet-compatible hood.
Adjustable cuffs with leather strap
and lycra innercuff.
Two-way waterproof front zip.
Removable and adjustable chevronprinted snow-skirt.
Ventilation zips under the arms without
mesh, for optimal ventilation.
Goggle-wipe with Chamonix Nest print.
Chevron-printed sealing tape.

GORE-TEX® fabric 100% polyester
exterior combining protection,
breathability, durability and suppleness.
Integrated RECCO® reflector.
Two big semi-lateral pockets.
Lift pass pocket at waist-level.
Back pocket.
3 adjustment levels on the bottom
of the pant: ski position, climb position
and apres-ski position.
Interior chevron-printed snow gaiters,
the optimal length for maximum boot
buckle accessibility.
Interior zipped ventilation with mesh,
optimally placed for minimal rubbing.
Adjustable waist.
Inbuilt fabric reinforcement on the interior
lower leg to avoid rubbing and cuts from
ski edges.
Chevron-printed sealing tape.
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corpus jacket and pant

GORE-TEX®
material

Integrated RECCO®
rescue technology

Clothing made incorporating
GORE-TEX® product technology is
enduringly waterproof and windproof
whilst offering optimal breathability.
Highly resistant, it offers maximum
comfort and protection. The GORE-TEX®
membrane is laminated between the
exterior fabric and the interior lining which
has the advantage of solidifying the layers
for better durability.

RECCO® reflectors help you to be detected
by rescue services in the event of an
avalanche. They are not an ARVA substitute
but they offer rescuers an additional rescue
tool and increase the chances of being
found in time. RECCO® technology is used
as an avalanche search method by more
than 700 rescue services, ski areas and
heliski companies across the world.
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corpus PrimaLoft®
padded jacket
the aviator
Your indispensable partner in a myriad of
situations, this padded jacket, made with
PrimaLoft® Silver insulation, is an essential
item of clothing for skiing and multiple
peripheral activities. Designed to be worn
under the corpus GORE-TEX® jacket
or on its own as a light jacket, it can be
put away in a flash, folding neatly into its
integrated pocket pouch - perfect for the
ever-changing temperature requirements
of a skier in action. Inspired by the bomber
jacket, this ultra-technical avatar can
easily be worn outside of skiing and has a
reconstruction of the Mont-Blanc massif
printed in chevrons on its lining.

a word
from the designers:
“You can keep this PrimaLoft® on hand
almost year-round. It’s really light but will
warm you up in any situation. We wanted
to give it a bit of soul with a unique cut and
an original touch with the Chamonix map
printed inside. This secret cartography
could well inspire certain birds to set
their sights on some innovative lines…”

22

technical
features:
Ultra fine microfibre PrimaLoft® Silver
padding, both waterproof and breathable.
The microfibres form a compact collection
of air pockets which store body heat,
block out the cold and have an excellent
heat/weight ratio. The PrimaLoft® Silver
microfibres are designed to be water
resistant so that the coating stays dryer
for longer and maintains its insulating
properties. What’s more, the microfibres
imitate the compressibility of down and
are breathable, which helps to evacuate
moisture from the fibres.
Fine technical artistry bolstered with a
chevron map of the Mont-Blanc massif
printed on the inner lining.
Two zipped hand pockets.
Foldable and squashable into the
right-hand pocket.
Stretchable fabric on the collar and
cuffs to protect against cold air without
compromising the compressibility of
the jacket.
Water repellent finish.
Water repellent cuffs.
Breathable and insulating fabric.
Very light.
Lightweight and non-snagging zips.
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corpus PrimaLoft®
padded jacket
men:

women:

Bomber-cut updated for sporting activity.
colours: moss green or petrol blue
sizes: S, M, L, XL

Bomber-cut adapted to female morphology.
colours: moss green or petrol blue
sizes: XS, S, M, L
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fabric:

padding:

motto:

100% polyester
shell and lining.
Water repellent finish.

Primaloft Silver 100

tell me everything
about yourself
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technical baselayer
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corpus first layer
skiers’
plumage

technical
features:

Our technical first layer comprises a
round-neck top and long and comfortable
leggings, and is destined to become your
second skin, one befitting of a skier in
action. Technical perspiration qualities
promote better temperature regulation
and allow you to put on more layers
without worrying about dampness.
With two versions based around chevrons:
a speckle version inspired by a flurry of
snowflakes and a raven version, more
animalistic, covered in crow feathers –
this refined and airy first layer is,
of course, extremely comfortable.

A combination of technical fabric which
allows a wide range of movement and
excellent humidity evacuation, perfect
for winter activities.
Soft and stretchy, this first layer of
plumage is perfectly adapted to sports
outside (or inside) the bedroom.
Brushed fabric interior for maximum
softness and insulation.
Specifically cut long to protect the
bottom of your back from the cold.
Quick drying.
Flatlock seams to maximize comfort
against your skin.

a word
from the designers:
“You could give this a whirl during apresski, or it could be your refuge outfit,
but don’t forget that it’s actually
meant for skiing in!”
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corpus first layer
men:

women:

Comfortable, mid-ample cut. Watch out, this corpus first layer doesn’t fly.
colours: black/grey feather print or blue/red rumba speckle print
sizes: S, M, L, XL

Cut adapted to feminine morphology.
Warm and comfortable in any situation.
colours: black/grey feather print or pink/purple speckle print
sizes: XS, S, M, L
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fabric:

motto:

92% polyester
8% spandex

if you’re reading this, I’m naked
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technical baselayer

2015 - 2016

corpus first layer
men:

women:

Comfortable, mid-ample cut.
Watch out, this corpus first layer doesn’t fly.
colours: black/grey feather print or blue/red rumba speckle print
sizes: S, M, L, XL

Cut adapted to feminine morphology.
Warm and comfortable in any situation.
colours: black/grey feather print or pink/purple speckle print
sizes: XS, S, M, L
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fabric:

motto:

92% polyester
8% spandex

if you’re reading this, I’m naked
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manis
the skiers
gloved hand

technical
features:

black crows’ very first glove, the manis,
is in leather with PrimaLoft® Gold
insulation and a breathable and waterproof
membrane. Inspired by the ‘racing’ gloves
from the 70s, it combines a minimalistic,
ergonomic design with a colourful,
chevron-adorned exterior. Comfortable
and distinctive, the manis are ultraresistant, technical gloves which are just
waiting for you to stick your mitts in, grab
your ski poles… and let the lines open up
in front of you…

Ergonomically designed for comfort
and good pole grip
Wrist band designed to keep the cold
and snow out but not feel too thick
under your sleeves
Removable wrist straps
Wrist loop to help pull the gloves
on fold construction to promote
finger mobility
Lightly reinforced chevrons for
extra protection
The PrimaLoft® Gold padding was
created to keep you comfortable during
periods of intense activity and allows
maximum performance whatever the
conditions. Performance and comfort:
millions of air pockets stock your body
heat and block the cold whilst our
damp-proofing technology ensures
you stay warm.

a word
from the designers:
“Gloves are a vital part of skiing.
Skiing with bare hands in mid winter is
a bit like skiing naked, it’s all good for a
couple of minutes and then you freeze.
Getting a good hold on your pole and
being able to feel the grip is advantageous
for controlling your movements and
playing with the elements. We like to feel
our poles, with precision and in comfort,
and stay nice and warm at the same time.”
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manis
colours: black / yellow or blue / white / red
sizes: S, M, L, XL

fabric:

motto:

Goat leather
Brushed tricot lining

coucou

Insulating PrimaLoft® Gold membrane
Waterproof and breathable 5000 / 5000
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moufla
the unisex
mitten

technical
features:

The moufla, black crows’ very first
mitten, is unisex (hermaphrodite even).
It combines a vintage leather style
and modern technology and is made
with PrimaLoft® Gold insulation and a
breathable and waterproof membrane.
Whilst the mitten is unanimously
appreciated for its heat-insulating qualities,
we’ve chosen to give it an interior glove to
maintain maximum feeling when you grab
hold of your pole. The moufla is like
a precision glove, but with the comfort
and warmth of a cosy nest around
your fingertips.

Ergonomically designed for comfort
and good pole grip
Separate interior finger compartments
to assist grip precision
Wrist band designed to keep the cold
and snow out but not feel too thick under
your sleeves
Removable wrist straps
Wrist loop to help pull the mittens
on lightly reinforced chevrons for extra
protection
Silicon chevrons on the palm to boost
grip, with leather reinforcement where
there will be the most rubbing
The PrimaLoft® Gold padding was
created to keep you comfortable during
periods of intense activity and allows
maximum performance whatever the
conditions. Performance and comfort:
millions of air pockets stock your body
heat and block the cold whilst our
damp-proofing technology ensures
you stay warm.

a word
from the designers:
“We’ve wanted to create a mitten entirely
dedicated to freeskiing for a while now.
Thanks to the lively feel of the leather,
the mitten is, like a leather jacket, a
second skin which protects you from the
harsh outside world. A big asset to any
skier, mittens are also the final piece of
equipment that gets adjusted before
you drop in and send it.”
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moufla
colours: black / yellow or blue /white / red
sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

fabric:

motto:

Goat leather for maximum
suppleness and durability
Brushed tricot lining

esprit animal

Insulating PrimaLoft® Gold membrane
Waterproof and breathable 5000 / 5000
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bird’s head
beanies
for skiing
or apres-skiing in
Back to basics: the topmost extremity
of an animal’s body when upright,
the head, is a very sensitive part of the
human body. Thus it’s highly advised to
cover it in colder climes. This irrevocable
fact drove us to create our own headgear
to walk around in, with our heads held
high. If some people want to fly or dance
in our beanies that’s their call, but they
remain authentic ski beanies.
The beanies are 50% wool/ 50% acrylic or
100% acrylic. Three different models with
a complete squadron of eight versions.
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the beanies

headband

nomen

frons

The “nomen” in question is black crows,
so we wrote it, in one colour then another
colour, with a palette of 9 shades to make
sure it really stood out. Topped off with a
pompom, it will remind you of vintage ski
clubs, like when you were little and first
learnt to ski.
colours: blue / white / red,
petrol blue / grey / blue, pink / grey / pale blue
fabric: 100% acrylic

If you want to tackle things head on,
you should take good care of your head.
Here is the frons, a range of unisex
headbands. As you can see they are
conspicuous and eye-catching.
frons: head first
colours: blue and green,
blue and pink, blue / white / red
fabric: 50% wool and 50% acrylic

testa
A big swathe of colour in two versions.
Its special feature is that it’s two-in-one.
The testa can be worn with its edge rolled
up like a sailor’s hat with a nice little logo
to take you from apres-ski, into town or
onto a cargo boat. Unrolled, it’s a ski hat,
an unadulterated headdress with an allnew embroidered black crows logo,
white on black of course.
colours: black or yellow
fabric: 100% acrylic

bolivia
Unlike its name would suggest, it doesn’t come
from Bolivia but was inspired by the beanies
worn during the golden age of skiing. It would
happily grace the head of a chevron-clad skier
busting a “daffy”, an incredibly aesthetic,
but unfashionable, trick which evokes
fond memories every time we do it.
colours: blue / white / red,
grey and pink, green and blue
fabric: 50% wool / 50% acrylic
42

around your neck
maska
To complete the anti-chill array,
we present our practical and purposeful
elasticated neck tube. You don’t even
have to wear it around your neck,
each to their own. Here’s the maska:
the mask, which will keep your neck
warm right up to your nose,
or even your head. All-over print,
black crows pure and simple.
colours: black / white / yellow,
orange / blue / white, green / red / white
fabric: 100% polyester
motto: ski on my face
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casual wear
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bird’s plumage
plumage
for
primping
A whole new textile collection for
apres-ski and apres-ski after-parties.
Four unisex t-shirts, a birdie top for
women and two hoodies for both sexes.
All pleasantly soft to touch, as we do like
to be nice sometimes.
Enjoy your flight.
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tee-shirt and top
cosmic crow

black speckle

blue speckle

Like a constellation of snowflakes
dotting the sky under a full moon,
the cosmic crow is covered in speckle
chevrons and is a nod to one of the best
ski lines in the Chamonix valley. I guess
we’re getting sentimental in our old age.
colour: black with grey speckles
fabric: 100% cotton
sizes: S, M, L, XL

White snowflake-chevrons on a black
background inspired by our technical
corpus range’s speckle theme.
The black speckle is like a flurry of
snowflakes in the middle of the night.
colour: black with white speckles
fabric: 100% cotton
sizes: S, M, L, XL

White snowflake-chevrons on a blue
background. The speckle snowflakechevrons are back. The blue speckle
evokes a powder face-shot on a
perfect bluebird day.
colour: bright blue with white speckles
fabric: 100% cotton
sizes: S, M, L, XL

crow division
Inspired by the famous Joy Division
Unknown Pleasures record cover,
created by the designer Peter Saville
based on first pulsar waves discovered
in 1967, the crow division has multiple
undulating mini-chevron curves,
reminiscent of several summits that can be
found in the Chamonix Mont-Blanc valley.
colour: black with white speckles
fabric: 100% cotton
sizes: S, M, L, XL

ladyspeck
Our speckle snowflake-chevrons in pink
on black, with a women-specific cut.
Ready to ride, wind in her hair, headed
for untamed horizons and wild times.
colour: black with pink speckles
fabric: 100% cotton
sizes: XS, S, M, L
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sweatshirt
snowspeck

speck crow

Comfortable and multi-seasonal, the snowspeck is illuminated with a
constellation of snowflake chevrons grey-on-grey with a grey and black
printed hood. Discreet and snowy.
colour: grey with grey speckles
fabric: 60% cotton / 40% polyester
peach-skin finish
pre-stretched
320 gsm thread
brushed lining
sizes: S,M,L,XL

The comfortable, sweatshirt version of the white-on-black snowflake-chevrons.
Inspired by the speckle theme of our corpus technical range, this black speckle
is like a night-time flurry of snowflakes in a moonless sky.
colour: black with white speckles
fabric: 60% cotton / 40% polyester
peach-skin finish
pre-stretched
320 gsm thread
brushed lining
sizes: S, M, L, XL
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corpus
the display
To accompany the launch of our first
outerwear collection we’ve developed,
in collaboration with the renowned
Swiss atelier oï creative studio, a display
specifically designed for the corpus range
and black crows’ products.
The aim is to visually associate the corpus
range and other black crows’ products
with a structure comprised of two vertical
panels, offering 4 interchangeable sides
for multiple assembly options. The display
works as well in the middle of a space as
it does against a wall or in a corner or,
of course, under the bright lights of a
window display. The main objective for
the display is to prevent the corpus pieces
from dispersing throughout the shop!
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Made up of a chevron base and two
partitions to accommodate the collections
the display was designed in accordance
with black crows’ geometric aesthetic.
The chevron, the brand’s iconic emblem,
holds the walls up providing both support
and display options. The mountain world is
symbolized by a semi-rigid rope which can
hold the brand’s different accessories.
Made from composite materials the
structure meets our criteria of technical
design and good aesthetics, as like with
all black crows’ products, even when
static, it needs to be visually-appealing
and reliable.
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promotion

snow flake

poles display

black / 4 ski pairs / metal

black / multi paires / metal

flags

event tent

2 colours / size 80 x 80 cm
/ pole of 2 or 4 meters / PVC

2 colours / 3 x 3 m / aluminium

tents, flags, a foldable catalogue for the
general public with a poster on the back…

A nest of promotional products designed
to boost the visibility of the brand and to
display black crows’ products, in shops
or at indoor or outdoor events.
Displays for skis, poles or hats, a crow
to stick on the shop door, stickers and
promo t-shirts, a multi-color neon light,

We won’t try to hide the truth this collection is based around
the black crows’ logo and aerial chevrons.

stickers

work book

shop catalogue

multicolour / pack / 2 sizes / vinyl

print / A5 / paper

print / format: A5 to A1 / paper

banner
2 colours / custom-made

door crow

promo t-shirt

neon led logo

black / 25 x 18 cm / carton

black + one colour / chevron
logo / 100% coton

opaque black badge
translucent white logo

L

TM
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handwear

technical apparel
model

gender

colour

size

model

gender

colour

size

corpus 3-layer jacket

men

navy

S-M-L-XL

manis glove

men

black / yellow

S-M-L-XL

white / red / blue

beige

corpus 3-layer bib pant

orange

S-M-L-XL

moufla miten

unisex

petrol blue

S-M-L-XL

moss green

corpus baselayer top

black with chevron print

S-M-L-XL

headwear
model

colour

fabric

beanie testa

black

100% acrylic

neon yellow

black with feather print

corpus baselayer pant

black with chevron print

S-M-L-XL

women

navy

beanie bolivia

grey / pink / grey

50% wool / 50% acrylic

blue / red / white
navy /green

black with feather print

corpus 3-layer jacket

XS-S-M-L-XL

white / red / blue

neon green

corpus padded jacket

black / yellow

beanie nomen

blue / red / white

100% acrylic

pink / grey / light blue

XS-S-M-L

petrol / navy /grey
beige

corpus 3-layer bib pant

pink

headband frons

blue / white / red

headband frons

blue / neon green / beige

headband frons

neon pink /navy / beige

necktube maska

petrol / white / red

necktube maska

black / white / yellow

necktube maska

orange / white / blue

50% wool / 50% acrylic

XS-S-M-L

neon green

corpus padded jacket

petrol blue

XS-S-M-L

moss green

corpus baselayer top

black with chevron print

XS-S-M-L

black with feather print

corpus baselayer pant

black with chevron print

100% polyester

XS-S-M-L

black with feather print
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promotion

casual wear
model

gender

colour

size

model

colour

description

material

cosmic crow tee

men

black /grey allover print

S-M-L-XL

corpus display

grey & black

corpus collection,
ski, accessories
size: 75 x 75 cm

alucobond

black speckle tee

black / white logo print

S-M-L-XL

snowflake

black

4 ski pairs

metal

crow division tee

black / white print

S-M-L-XL
poles display

black

8 pairs of poles

metal

door crow

black

size: 21 x 25 cm

carton

stickers

multicolour

pack / 2 sizes

vinyl

promo tee-shirt

black / yellow

chevron logo

100% coton

work book

print

format A5

paper

shop catalogue

print

format: A5 to A1

paper

event tent

2 colours

size: 3 x 3 m

aluminium

flags

2 colours

80 X 80 cm / pole
of 2 or 4 meters

PVC

black crows banner

black & yellow

2 colours /
custom-made

adaptable

neon led logo

black & white

opaque
black badge /
translucent
white logo

aluminium

blue speckle tee

ladyspeck tee

blue / white logo print

women

speck crow hoodie

S-M-L-XL

black / print in pink

men

snowspeck hoodie

XS-S-M-L

black with
speckle logo print

S-M-L-XL

grey with
allover speckle print

S-M-L-XL

corpus women size chart
size

XS

S

M

L

length

160-166

162-169

165-172

168-176

chest

80-84

85-90

91-96

97-102

waist

63-67

68-72

74-78

80-84

hips

88-92

93-97

99-102

105-108

inseam

77-78

78-79

79-80

80-81

corpus men size chart
size

S

M

L

XL

length

172-177

175-181

179-185

183-188

chest

91-96

97-102

104-108

110-114

waist

78-82

83-89

90-96

98-102

inseam

79-82

80-83

81-84

82-86
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cab 5-4 sas / black crows
125 chemin des tissourds
74400 chamonix mont-blanc
france

photos :
elina siparanta

tel. +33 (0)4 50 90 21 93
fax +33 (0)4 50 90 98 75
www.black-crows.com
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